On behalf of the Technical Program Committee, it is our pleasure to welcome you to the second IEEE International Conference on Semantic Computing (ICSC 2008). This second conference builds on the success and inertia from the inaugural conference on Semantic Computing, ICSC 2007 in Irvine, California. Rather than being yet another highly specialized event, last year's conference established a cross-disciplinary forum where researchers and practitioners were able to define and advance the state-of-the-art of Semantic Computing. This year, we kept the emphasis on the interdisciplinary aspects of the conference by not only adding several tracks, such as the Systems and Applications Track, but by also having some cross-track sessions. Six tutorials provide introductions to important topics in the field to foster understanding across different disciplines. The new demo session provides insight into current and ongoing research in different areas of Semantic Computing. Moreover, the submissions to the newly created Industry Track as well as our new industry sponsorships show that there is already commercial interest in the research results of this brand new field. One workshop and three special sessions complement the program by giving us insights into new and emerging areas of Semantic Computing. This year's ICSC is honored to have several of the world's leading experts join us as distinguished speakers. Tuesday morning starts with Eduard Hovy of the Information Sciences Institute at the University of Southern California. He will give the opening keynote speech on "Building and Verifying a Shallow Ontology for Higher-Quality Natural Language Processing."
